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GDI has tracked a selection of popular brands that have appeared next to anti-semitic disinformation

This deck focuses on stories that have adversarial narratives about:
- A revisionist denial of the Holocaust and anti-Jewish pogroms.
- Jewish individuals/groups are attempting to do a “Great Reset” on the world.
- Jewish groups/individuals are destroying the US.
- George Soros is driving the globalist agenda.
- The globalist agenda is anti-American/anti-Christian.

Ad delivery to this content signals the failure of the ad tech system to successfully tackle and defund disinformation.
Popular brands funding these stories:

- Capital One
- Wyndham Hotels & Resorts
- Kohl's
- Lexus
- Amazon
- Epic Games
- Canon
- Vrbo
- PGIM
- Honda
- Crocs
- Harvard Business School
- GDI
- Chambord
- Harvard Health Publishing
- Harvard Medical School
- Agoda
Ad tech servicing these ads & funding these stories:
Ad-tech policies regarding anti-semitic content:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ad Server</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Is there a pub policy?</th>
<th>Policy Line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acuity Ads</td>
<td>antisemitic</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad Supply</td>
<td>antisemitic</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dianomi</td>
<td>antisemitic</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>antisemitic</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>&quot;We do not allow content that incites hatred against, promotes discrimination of, or disparages an individual or group on the basis of their religion, ...&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infolinks</td>
<td>antisemitic</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>&quot;Your site nor the Referred Client may display any of the following content or engage in any of the following activity: discrimination based on race, sex, religion, national origin, sexual orientation...&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTB House</td>
<td>antisemitic</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>RTB House prohibits any content which targets personal characteristics, as follows: religion, sex, sexuality, skin color or ethnic origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value Impression</td>
<td>antisemitic</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Prohibited: &quot;Content related to racial intolerance or advocacy against any individual, group or organization&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xandr</td>
<td>antisemitic</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>&quot;Your site nor the Referred Client may display any of the following content or engage in any of the following activity: discrimination based on race, sex, religion, national origin, sexual orientation...&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This deck shows the lack of coverage of ad policies and their failed use for the five companies that have them: Google, Infolinks, RTBHouse, Value Impression and Xandr.
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Yet Another Six Million: The Fable of Pogroms against Jews in Tsarist Russia

"Overwhelmingly Jewish and liberal, the Russian press did little more than concoct stories about the "corrupt, Prussian Tsar" and the "immanent collapse" of Russia. So much of the nonsense from the Russian press – then as now – was immediately taken as true by the western media.

"The crown had yet to grasp the importance of propaganda as journalism was seen as a
Why this site is the very opposite of hateful - a Christian letter to my hometown of Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Yet Another Six Million: The Fable of Pogroms against Jews in Tsarist Russia

*Overwhelmingly Jewish and liberal, the Russian press did little more than concoct stories

[link](https://ams1-lb.adnxs.com/...
The Jewish mainstream papers were the dominant ones. The crown had yet to grasp the importance of propaganda as journalism was seen as a vulgar form of muckraking. It had no real propaganda of its own, a problem perpetuated by the White armies shortly thereafter. The British had a geostrategic reason to discredit the Russian government, and the broad ignorance of the western world meant that anything would be believed if only a authoritative source stated it.

Even the liberal and philosemitic Witte stated that the St. Petersburg Press was Jewish. DI Pikhno, the editor of the Kievan Daily, said that “Russian society understood that in such moments the power of the press was immense, and it was in the hands of his opponents [that is, Tsar Nicholas] who spoke on behalf of Russia. . . Society was lost in a mass of lies they could barely understand.” (2)
We Must Dismantle Jewish Supremacy - Silence Is Not an Option

Russia Insider Tip Jar - Keep truth alive!
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Why the Left Calls Good People Racist

If good liberals and conservatives don't fight the Left, truth loses. If truth loses, all is lost.

Then, about a week ago, on my radio show, I discussed the issue of private speech versus public speech, and the issue of character, using former President Harry Truman as an example of a good man who used foul language privately, specifically using “kike” when writing or talking about Jews, and the N-word when talking about blacks. A listener called to ask me why I could say “kike” but not the N-word. I told him that the left had rendered the N-word the only word unutterable in the English language, even when merely discussing it, as I was with regard to Truman. And, of course, I added that to ever refer to a black using the N-
Trump stuck a figurative finger at these globalists in Davos when they tried to get him on their side. As a result, he had to be replaced. Then came Covid.

These globalist elites promise the usual... peace and prosperity for all, just give them the power, your freedom, and your money. Per The New World Order for Dummies: Their aim is to restructure the world’s economy and geopolitical relationships.

The Great Reset is a new “social contract” that ties every person to it through an electronic ID linked to your bank account and health records, and a social credit ID that will end up dictating every facet of your life. As explained by the Corbett Report, innocuous terms such as sustainable development have taken careful steps to conceal their true identity, strategy and purpose... It’s about getting rid of capitalism and free enterprise... while protecting their wealth.

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=AB3afGEAAAVDW1
The Great Reset: What You Need to Know

By Ray DiLorenzo — Bio and Archives — November 24, 2020

American Politics, News | 38 Comments | Reader Friendly | Subscribe | Email

2,610 Shares

The Great Reset is a new “social contract”

They care not about our Constitution, our freedoms, our families, or God. They have been hiding in plain sight. They even have a name for it... The Great Reset. Part of this cabal is Klaus Schwab of the World Economic Forum (WEF), Bill Gates, George Soros, Prince Charles (the wannabe chief looking for Indians), and others. Older participants were George H.W. Bush, Nelson Mandela, Mikhail Gorbachev, Henry Kissinger, and David Rockefeller who once commented in 1994 at a UN dinner concerning its future launching, “All we need is the right major crisis and the nations will accept a New World Order.”
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How Viral Pandemic Benefits The Globalist Agenda

BY TYLER DURDEN

Author: Brandon Smith via Alt-Market.com

The world today suffers from highly fragile economic and geopolitical conditions. This is not news to most people in the liberty movement that have been tracking the downward spiral for years, but it is news to a majority of average Americans who rarely venture to get in-depth information on any issue. The fact of the matter is, even though there are millions of us who are aware of the danger, we are still in a minority.

The reason why globalists want a collapse is simple - They need crisis in order to manipulate the masses into accepting total centralization, a global monetary system and global governance. They are also rabid believers in...

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=AB3afGEAAAYcW1tbW251bGwsW
The reason why globalists want a collapse is simple - They need crisis in order to manipulate the masses into accepting total centralization, a global monetary system and global governance. They are also rabid believers in...
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Site: ZeroHedge

Ad served by: Google

Brand: Wyndham Hotels
The reason why globalists want a collapse is simple - they need crisis in order to manipulate the masses into accepting total centralization, a global monetary system and global governance. They are also rabid believers in
“PG&E is a Rothschild division controlled by the bankers,” Tavares said. “So, until we start really talking about the factual realities here, we’re going to keep playing badminton with people’s lives and our properties; and I can’t underscore enough also, did you know that the ham radio has been now reduced that the inverters are being eliminated so that we cannot operate local and among ourselves enough to assist with communication? Did you know that? Our communication is being deliberately reduced.”

Tavares then made some comments about lights not working properly and not syncing up.

Her time limit was up, but she came back later during the meeting.

She called the corporation out by telling the people that “as a corporation, they cannot serve you, and they don’t.”

cited Civil Report 93-549 and said, “It has been discussed over the years and all the cities, all the s, and all the jurisdictions are corporations.
She then warned the PG&E had “delphied” the county and pointed to Shirlee Zane as being one who had said they had been “corralled in a small room” and “not listened to.”

"PG&E is a Rothschild division controlled by the banksters," Tavares said. “So, until we start really talking about the factual realities here, we’re going to keep playing badminton with people’s lives and our properties; and I can't underscore enough also, did you know that the ham radio has been now reduced that the inverters are being eliminated so that we cannot operate local and among ourselves even to assist with communication? Did you know that? Our communication is being deliberately reduced.”

TRENDING: The Education Of Great Men Of The Past Compared To Today - You May Be Shocked!

Tavares then made some comments about lights not working properly and not syncing up.

“Is up, but she came back later during the meeting.

https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/acka?x=290&y=290&c=CFs-SGO_3YPn...
In a courageous moment, an activist took to the microphone to address Sonoma County Incorporated Board of Supervisors and point out what is actually behind the scenes of the power shut offs and fires in California. She also called out PG&E as being a "Rothschild division" out of London, which she says is "controlled by the banksters."

"PG&E is a Rothschild division controlled by the banksters," Tavares said. "So, until we start really talking about the factual realities here, we're going to keep playing badminton with people's lives and our properties; and I can't underscore enough also, did you know that the ham radio has been now reduced that the inverters are being eliminated so that we cannot operate local and among ourselves even to assist with communication? Did you know that? Our communication is being deliberately reduced."

Keep In Mind We Are Being Heavily Censored, Please Follow Us On Our Social Media Pages: Telegram USA.Life, Gab, Parler, Minds, Spreey, MeWe, Twitter, Facebook

Deborah Tavares of StopTheCrime.net provided the information on October 15, 2019, and said she was providing more for those in attendance than for those who were their representatives.

And who profited from American kind hearts? Globalists, George Soros, the Rothschilds, world bankers. U.S. globalists sold out our Arsenal of Democracy for their personal profits.
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OF COURSE: Vatican ‘Inclusive Capitalism’ Project is Run by Ford Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation, United Nations, and a Rothschild
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sustainable model of growth,” Rothschild added.

Big League Politics has reported on the “Great Reset” propaganda in which the elites responsible for global insanity masquerade as saviors offering a brutal and repressive one-world government as a final solution for individualism, national sovereignty, and the rule of law:

A leading globalist elite closely associated with the World Economic Forum has openly predicted that the world will never return to a sense of normalcy that existed prior to the coronavirus pandemic. Klaus Schwab made the concerning claim in his new book, “The Great Reset.”

“Many of us are pondering when things will return to normal,” wrote Schwab in The Great Reset. “The short response is: never. Nothing will ever return to the ‘broken’ sense of normalcy that prevailed prior to the crisis because the coronavirus pandemic marks a fundamental inflection point in our global trajectory.”

Schwab went on to predict that human history would be differentiated between an era before the pandemic and what comes after. He likened the historical event of the coronavirus pandemic to the birth of Christ, a peculiar slant to Christians who view the life of Jesus as an event quite

<iframe src="https://imasdk.googleapis.com/js/core/bridge3.470.2_en.html#goog_283187884" allowfullscreen="" allow="autoplay;trust-token-redemption" style="border: 0px; opacity: 1; margin: 0px; padding: 0px; position: relative; color-scheme: light;" width="400" height="225"></iframe>
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